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Abstract:-There is a requirement of very high capital outlay but 

moderate risk involved with setting up of a Flexible 

Manufacturing System (FMS). The same is true while organising 

production using CNC, DNC and CIM. In today’s 

manufacturing world of JIT economic justification techniques 

are insufficient by themselves since they cannot cope with the 

benefits such as flexibility, improved quality, reliability and 

maintaining delivery schedules.  Hence, a robust decision making 

procedure for evaluating Facilities Layout (FL) alternatives 

requires the consideration of both economic and strategic issues.  

A Distance-based Fuzzy Multi-Criteria Decision Making 

(DBFMCDM) framework based on the concepts of ideal and 

anti-ideal solutions is presented for the selection of best FL from 

a set of mutually exclusive alternatives.  The proposed 

methodology provides the means for integrating the economic 

figures of merit with the strategic performance variables.  The 

FMCDM approach presented here enables us to incorporate 

data in the forms of Linguistic Variable (LV)s, Triangular Fuzzy 

Number (TFN)s and crisp numbers into the evaluation process of 

FL alternatives. LVs are also used to indicate the criteria’s 

preference weights assigned by a group of decision-makers.  A 

comprehensive example illustrates the application of this 

analysis. 

Notations: DBFMCDM, Linguistic Variables, Facilities Layout 

Selection, TOPSIS, Fuzzy Numbers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he layout of facilities is a spatial problem. It is the 

problem of arranging departments with the objective of 

optimal utilisation of resources. Hence, traditionally, many FL 

models and techniques based on Distance-based approach 

(DBA) and adjacency based approach have been developed. 

These problems have also been modeled as LIP (Linear 

Integer Programming) and MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) 

problems using discrete and continuous representation. Also, 

CRAFT (Armour & Buffa 1963), ALDEP (Seehof & Evans 

1967), CORELAP (Lee & Moore 1992), SPIRAL 

(Goetschalckx 1992) and MULTIPLE (Bozer 1994) and many 

Graph Theoretic approaches have done intricate discussions 

on FL problems. 

Modern manufacturing firms need to focus on 

increasing the quality, degree of responsiveness to customers’ 

demands, level of customisation, and while lowering costs to 

compete in today’s global market. Today world is a 

competitive marketplace in which the slogan is ‘produce 

quality, have flexibility and remain lean or perish’. 

The evolution of FMS, CIM (Computer Integrated 

Manufacturing) offer a great potential for increasing 

flexibility. It is changing the basis of competition by ensuring 

both cost effective and customized manufacturing.  FMSs 

have been a focal point in manufacturing related research 

since early 1970s.Computer integration and flexibility of the 

system are the two critical factors of an FMS (Nagarur, 1992).  

Buzacott and Mandelbaum (1985) defined flexibility as the 

ability of a manufacturing system to cope with changing 

circumstances.  Flexibility ensures that manufacturing can be 

both cost effective and customized at the same time (Gupta 

and Goyal, 1989).  A higher level of flexibility will enable the 

manufacturing firm to provide faster response to market 

changes, while maintaining high product quality standards. 

II. PRIOR ART 

Facility Layout deals with the selection of most appropriate 

and effective arrangements of departments in the open 

continual plane to allow greater working efficiency (Apple, 

1977, Deb et al. 2001a). Due complex and unstructured nature 

of FLs various approaches have been proposed by many 

researchers in the field. Irrespective of type of data, there is 

always an element of fuzziness or vagueness in it (Dweiri, 

1999). The potential application of fuzzy set theory in the 

field of production management was illustrated effectively by 

Karwowski and Evans, 1987. Deb et al. 2001a developed 

hybrid modeling for the management of material handling 

equipment selection planning while generating a 

manufacturing facility layout. The same authors (2001b) also 

proposed different projects of integrating FL and material 

handling equipment selection by using a knowledge base and 

optimization approach. Deb et al. (2002c) developed a 

decision model and algorithm for a material handling 

equipment selection routine under FL planning by using fuzzy 

MCDM methods. Taking a cue from the previous work, the 

present work focuses on integrating various LVs to evaluate 

the FL selection procedure.  

 In the last two decades, a number of researchers have 

addressed the selection and justification of advanced 

manufacturing technologies.  Falkner and Benhajla 1990, 

Proctor and Canada 1992 and Son 1992 presented 

T 
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comprehensive bibliographies on justification of advanced 

and alternate manufacturing technologies that prove to be 

valuable resources for the industry. 

 Mathematical models have been developed to 

quantify performance measurement parameters such as quality 

and flexibility for justifying various alternatives in advanced 

manufacturing systems.  Wabalickis 1988 developed a 

justification methodology based on the Analytical Hierarchy 

Process (AHP) to evaluate the many tangible and intangible 

benefits modern production environment. 

 Sambasivarao and Deshmukh (1997) presented a 

decision support system integrating multi-attribute analysis, 

economic analysis and risk evaluation analysis.  They have 

suggested AHP, TOPSIS (technique for order preference by 

similarity to ideal solution), and linear additive utility model 

as alternative multi-attribute analysis methods. 

 Since numerical estimates require more mental effort 

than linguistic descriptors, people are more likely to bias their 

evaluation if they are forced to provide numerical estimates of 

vague or imprecise items (Karwowski and Mital 1986).  

Bellman and Zadeh (1970) pointed out the need to 

differentiate between randomness and fuzziness, with the 

latter being a source of imprecision in many decision 

processes.  There is inaccurate piece of information regarding 

the use of approximate quantitative measures such as ‘work-

in-process is around 40 units, the implementation cost is 

nearly 50 units etc’ and qualitative assessments such as 

‘expansion flexibility is poor, market is tight, transportation 

facility is good etc’.  Such a system must effectively 

incorporate into the decision framework fuzzy modeling, as 

the fuzzy approach employs LVs that are close to common 

language. LVs or fuzzy numbers appear as an effective tool to 

express factors such as work-in-process (WIP) level, 

appropriateness of a FL, flexibility, and quality of the 

products, which are difficult to denote by crisp values. 

 Liang and Wang (1993) proposed a robot selection 

procedure using the concepts of fuzzy set theory.  Perego and 

Rangone (1998) analysed and compared multi-attribute 

decision-making techniques that employ fuzzy set theory in 

the assessment and selection of advanced manufacturing 

technologies.  Karsak (1998) presented a two-phase decision 

framework that uses data envelopment analysis in the initial 

phase to determine the technically efficient robot alternatives 

and a fuzzy robot selection algorithm in the second phase to 

rank the technically efficient robots.  In a recent article, 

Karsak and Tolga (2001) proposed a fuzzy multi-criteria 

decision-making (MCDM) approach for evaluating advanced 

manufacturing system investments, which integrates 

economic and strategic selection criteria using a decision 

algorithm based on a fuzzy number ranking method. E.Karsak 

2002 also proposed a Distance based Fuzzy MCDM approach 

to deal with FMS investment alternatives. 

 The typical fuzzy decision models that address the 

selection and justification of advanced manufacturing 

technologies make use of tedious fuzzy number ranking 

process.  Despite their use in handling imprecision and 

vagueness in decision problems, fuzzy number ranking 

methods are reported to produce inconsistent outcomes or 

even generate ranking outcomes that are counter-intuitive 

(Bortolan and Degani 1985).  Further, it is worth noting that 

there is no consensus on the best fuzzy ranking method, in 

terms of yielding the highest level of consistency while 

performing comparisons.  

In this paper, a fuzzy MCDM framework based on 

the concepts of ideal and anti-ideal solutions is presented for 

the selection of a proper FL from a set of mutually exclusive 

alternatives. It is one of most robust decision aid that can 

effectively handle frequently encountered real-world problems 

of evaluating alternative FLs. 

III. AN OVERVIEW OF FUZZY SET THEORY 

It was Lofti A.Zadeh who propounded the fuzzy set 

theory in his seminal paper (Zadeh, 1965) that exhibits 

immense potential for effective solving of the uncertainty in 

the real world problems. Fuzzy sets unlike crisp sets support a 

flexible sense of membership of elements to a set. i.e. under 

fuzzy set theory many degrees of membership (between 0 and 

1) are allowed. Thus a formal mapping is written as 

]1,0[:)(~ Xx
A

  where )(~ x
A

 is a membership 

function associated with a fuzzy set 
~

A  such that the function 

maps every element of the universe of discourse X (or the 

reference set) to the interval [0,1]. It has become a modeling 

language to approximate situations in which fuzzy 

phenomenon and criteria exist. Larger the )(~ x
A

  value, 

stronger the grade of membership for x in A. The capability of 

fuzzy sets to express gradual transitions from membership (0<

)(~ x
A

 ≤1) to non-membership ( )(~ x
A

 =0) and vice versa 

has a broad utility. It not only provides for a meaningful and 

powerful representation of measurement of uncertainties, but 

also provides for meaningful representation of vague concepts 

expressed in natural language. (S.Rajashekaran & 

G.A.Vijayalakshmi Pai, Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic, 

Genetic Algorithms- Synthesis and Applications). 

A convex and normalized fuzzy set defined on ‘A’ whose 

membership function is piecewise continuous is called a fuzzy 

number. The membership function of a Triangular Fuzzy 

Number (TFN) ),,(
~

iiii rqpA  is represented by: 
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The TFNs are quite appropriate for quantifying 

vague information about most real world decision problems, 

for e.g. WIP level, inventory position, lead times, profit 

margin, revenue etc. The TFNs are highly useful because of 

their computional efficient representation. In the present paper 

production and market related ‘Bottle Necks’ surfaced from 

using a particular type of FL is denoted by TFNs. Also LVs 

based on conventional quantitative terms proposed by  Zadeh 

1975, whose values are not numbers, but words, phrases and 

sentences in natural language. For e.g. good, poor, fair, 

somewhat tall, etc.   The use of LVs helps the decision makers 

to quantify the parameters that influence selection of a layout 

and to evaluate alternatives. The mathematical part of 

manipulating LVs is discussed in detail under fuzzy set 

theory. 

Bortolan and Degani 1985, Kim & Park 1990, Liou 

&Wang 1992 are some of researchers who have done a 

commendable work in the filed of fuzzy sets and their 

operations and ranking of fuzzy sets. The comparative review 

of some ranking methods given by Bortolan and Degani 1985, 

ranking methodology developed by Kim & Park 1990 and 

integral value method of ranking developed by Liou &Wang 

1992 are used to compare the results obtained by the DB 

decision  making algorithm presented in this paper. Jain 1976, 

used the concept of maximising set that considers both 

maximum utility and grade of membership of the utilities. 

Though it is useful, a more sensitive rule is that which takes 

into account a convex combination max. utility and min. 

utility using the index of optimism in the [0,1] interval 

proposed by Kim & Park 1990. 

Here, we consider the TFN ),,(
~

iiii rqpA   whose 

membership function is represented by the equation (1) to 

summarize Kim & Park 1990 ranking method. The 

membership functions of maximising set M and minimising 

set G are given as 
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 and Si is the 

support of iA
~

. The right utility and left utility values of iA
~

 

are defined respectively as: 
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x
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                            (5) 

The total utility value of iA
~

 is given as 

         )()1()()( iUiUiU GMT                       (6) 

  for all i=1,2….,n and an index of optimism   [0,1]. The 

fuzzy numbers are ranked in the descending order of the total 

utility value.  

The integral value (IVi) of TFN ),,(
~

iiii rqpA  is 

given as: 

].)1([5.0 iiii abcIV    

(7)                                                                                

Here α that reflects the decision maker’s risk taking 

attitude, denotes an index optimism varying in the [0,1] 

interval (0≤ α ≤1). Owing to its convenience of handling a 

complex situation, the IV method has been applied to evaluate 

FMS alternatives by E.E.Karsak 2002. 

IV. DISTANCE BASED FUZZY MCDM (DBFMCDM) 

APPROACH 

The MCDM algorithm presented in this paper is 

based on the concept of proximity to ideal solution that can 

address the problems containing both crisp and fuzzy data. 

The source of this method can traced to TOPSIS developed by 

Hwang & Yoon, 1981) and later improved by the same 

researchers in 1995. The premise of this concept is that the 

current MCDM technique selects the alternative with shortest 

distance from the ideal alternative and it obviously has the 

farthest distance from the anti-ideal alternative. The 

uniqueness of TOPSIS is that it considers distances from 

both the ideal and anti-ideal solutions simultaneously. 

But the traditional TOPSIS approach uses Euclidean 

norm to normalise the original attribute values and the 

distance to calculate each alternatives’ distances from the 

ideal and anti-ideal solutions. The ideal solution is the one 

having best attribute values and anti-ideal is one that has 

worst attribute values attainable. The relative proximity 

(similarity) of each alternative to the ideal solution is 

calculated based on the distances from both the ideal and anti-

ideal solutions at the same time. The preference of alternatives 
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is determined by making the calculated proximity measures in 

the descending order. Kim et.al. 1997, Agarwal et.al. 1997 

have used TOPSIS for various applications such as robot 

selection, selection of optimum grippers. But only crisp data 

was used. Yeh et.al. 1999 have also developed Fuzzy multi-

criteria analysis method using both crisp and fuzzy data 

though they state that they avoided troublesome fuzzy 

numbers (LV values) ranking procedure. Normalisation in 

TOPSIS is carried out to make all the attributes unit-free 

components so as to make them comparable.  

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In the present paper, a conveniently applicable 

decision making algorithm that can handle both crisp and 

fuzzy data expressed in linguistic terms or TFNs is presented. 

The steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

Step1: Constitute a decision makers’ committee with k 

experts. Determine FL alternatives (FL1, FL2,……,FLm) and 

the selection criteria (j=1,2,…,n). 

Step2: Develop Decision Matrix by identifying the criteria 

values (both crisp and fuzzy data) 

Step3: Normalise the Decision Matrix via linear scale 

transformation. The normalised values for crisp data for 

Usage criteria (UC) set and Cost criteria (CC) set are calculated 

using the equation (6): 
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where  
*

jx = maxi xij and 


jx  =min xij and the 

normalized values are represented as  ijd =(dpij, dqij, drij) and 

in triangular form  represented as dij=dpij= dqij=drij. 

 For fuzzy data represented as TFNs in the form (pij, 

qij, rij) the normalized values for UC and CC are: 
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where 
*

jr  = maxi cij and  


jp =mini pij.  

Step4: Define ideal solution 
*~*~

2

*~

1

* ).....,,,( ndddA  and the 

anti-ideal solution    

          ),......,,(
~~
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~


 ndddA , where 
*~

dj  = (1, 1, 1)  and  

~

jd =(0, 0, 0) for j=1,2,3,…..n. 

Step5: Determine the aggregate importance for the selection 

criteria. 

Step6: Experts are to give the importance weights (subjective 

priorities) for each criterion. 

Step7: Calculate aggregate importance weights for selection 

criteria )(
~

jw . 
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j=1,2,3,…….,n                                                                (10) 

            where  jkw
~

 denotes the importance weight assigned to 

j
th

 criteria by the k
th 

expert. 

Step8: Calculate the weighted distances from ideal and the 

anti-ideal solution
*

iD and 


iD  respectively for each 

alternative. i.e. distance between two TFNs  

            P1= (p1,q1,r1) and P2=(p2,q2,r2) can calculated as 

(Bojadziev 1995) : 

   21212121 ,max
2

1
),( qqrrppPPD                                              

(11) 

The distance formula provides the size of the trapezoidal area 

with lower base given by the larger value of 21 pp   or  

21 rr  , upper base given by  21 qq   and height equal to 

1. Smaller is the trapezoidal area closer the TFNs P1 and P2.  

Since 
*~

dj  = (1, 1, 1) and 
~

jd =(0, 0, 0) for j=1,2,3,…..n. The 

weight distances from the ideal and anti-ideal solutions are 

calculated respectively as 
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where ),,(
~

rjqjpj wwww  denotes aggregate weight of the 

jth criterion. 

Step9: Calculate proximity of the alternatives to the ideal 

solution  *

iP  by considering the distance from the ideal and 

anti-ideal solution using  

*

*
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i
i
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D
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. 

Step10: Rank the alternatives with respect to 
*

iP  values in 

descending order. Select the  

              Alternative with the highest
*

iP . 

VI. FL SELECTION EXAMPLE: - A CASE STUDY 

A process of evaluating FLs alternatives in a machine tool 

manufacturing firm was under taken to choose one best suited 

FL amongst 6 mutually exclusive alternatives. A committee of 

4 decision makers was formed. Material handling costs, floor 

space area, process bottle necks, product reliability, 

operational flexibility, Improvement possibility, supply-

demand requirement, and quality standards adherence were 

identified as 7 selection criteria along with Process 

Bottlenecks. The assessment of FL alternatives with 

references to subjective criteria viz. product reliability, 

operational flexibility, Improvement possibility, supply-

demand requirement, quality standards adherence were 

presented using LVs(poor, fair, good, very good), while 

process bottlenecks is stated using TFNs since only 

approximate values are possible to be determined. Table 1 

gives the data regarding selection criteria for each of the 

alternative FL. The membership functions of LVs are 

provided in the appendix and are graphically presented in 

figure 1. 

 
 

FLi PR OF IP S-D R QSA 
MH costs 

($ X 105) 

Available 

Floor 

Area(m2) 

Process 

Bottlenecks 

FL1 G F G F P 38 630 (42, 45, 48) 

FL2 G G F VG F 29 620 (33, 39, 42) 

FL3 VG G G G G 54 425 (29, 32, 34) 

FL4 G F F G VG 68 500 (54, 56, 58) 

FL5 P G G P G 34 600 (44, 46, 50) 

FL6 VG VG F F F 72 780 (57, 59, 64) 

 
Table 1: Data regarding FL alternatives : – PR-Product Reliability; OF-Operational Flexibility; IP-Improvement Possibility; SDR-Supply-Demand requirement; 

QSA- Quality Standards Adherence 

 

 
Figure 1: Membership functions for LVs: P(poor), F(fair),G(good), VG(very good) 

 
The membership functions of the linguistic terms employed in 

the current analysis for the selection criteria PR, OF, IP, SDR, 

QSA are as follows: 

P(0,0.25,0.55)   

0          0.1       0.2       0.3      0.4      0.5      0.6      0.7      0.8      0.9      1.0            X                                                      

µ(x) 

1 

P F G VG 
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xP
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55.025.0310611
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otherwise

xx

xx

xF

0

75.05.043

5.02.032310

)(  

G(0.5,0.7,0.9) 

    















otherwise

xx

xx

xG

0

9.07.0529

7.05.0,255

)(  

VG(0.7,1,1)       







 



otherwise

xx

xVG

0

17.037310

)(  

 

The criteria values for each FL alternative are normalized 

using equations (8) & (9). The normalization scheme enables 

the normalized criteria values belong to the [0,1] interval. 
 

FLi PR OF IP SDR QSA 
MH costs 

($ X 105) 

Available 

Floor 

Area(m2) 

Process 

Bottlenecks 

FL1 (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0.2,0.5,0.55) (0.79,0.79,0.79) (0.58,0.58,0.58) (0.37,0.46,0.54) 

FL2 (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0.7,1,1) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (1,1,1) (0.55,0.55,0.55) (0.11,.29,0.37) 

FL3 (0.7,1,1) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.42,0.42,0.42) (0,0,0) (0,0.09,0.14) 

FL4 (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0,0.25,0.75) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.7,1,1) (0.1,0.1,0.1) (0.21,0.21,0.21) (0.71,0.77,0.83) 

FL5 (0,0.25,0.55) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.2,0.5,0.55) (0.5,0.7,0.9) (0.88,0.88,0.88) (0.49,0.49,0.49) (0.43,0.49,0.60) 

FL6 (0.7,1,1) (0.7,1,1) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0.2,0.5,0.75) (0,0,0) (1,1,1) (0.8,0.86,1) 

 
Table 2: Normalised Criteria values for all the 8 selection criteria 

 

Then the decision makers determine the weights for 

the criteria according to relative importance. The decision 

makers use LVs such as L=Low, M=moderate, H=High and 

VH=Very High. The membership functions of the importance 

weights are given in the table 3. These membership functions 

are depicted graphically also here. 

 

Criteria D1 D2 D3 D4 
jw

~

 

PR L H VH M (0.500, 0.725, 0.950) 

OF M L M VH (0.350, 0.600, 0.900) 

IP H H VH H (0.375, 0.575, 0.775) 

SDR H VH M H (0.375, 0.575, 0.775) 

QSA VH VH H H (0.300, 0.525, 0.725) 

MH Cost H VH H M (0.575, 0.775, 1.000) 

Floor Area M H M H (0.500, 0.725, 0.950) 

Bottlenecks H L VH M (0.650, 0.850, 1.000) 

Table 3: Importance weights and aggregate weights of the criteria 

 

L(0,0.1,0.3)           















otherwise

xx

xx

xL

0

3.01.0523
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otherwise

xx
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8.05.03/1038
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H(0.5,0.7,1)         















otherwise

xx

xx

xH

0

17.03/10310

7.05.0,255

)(  

 

VH(0.8,1,1)          







 



otherwise

xx

xVH

0

18.0,45

)(  

 
Figure 2: Membership functions: LVs: L(low), M(medium), H(high), VH(very high) 

 

Next, the weighted distance of each FL alternative from the 

ideal solution and anti-ideal solution 
*

iD  and 


iD  

respectively are calculated employing equations (12) and (13). 

Also proximity of the alternatives to the ideal solution
*

iP  is 

also calculated. 

 

FL alternatives FLi 
*

iD  


iD  
*

iP  Rank 

FL1 2.7027 4.0688 0.599 6 

FL2 2.1868 4.2430 0.705 1 

FL3 2.3102 3.7895 0.622 4 

FL4 2.5975 4.2608 0.621 5 

FL5 2.2878 4.1161 0.643 3 

FL6 2.2941 4.4045 0.658 2 

Table 4: Distance of FL alternatives from ideal and  anti-ideal solution and their proximity to ideal solution. 

 
It is found that the rank order of the FL alternatives is 

FL2>FL6>FL5>FL3>FL4>FL1. Hence FL2  with the highest 

proximity to ideal solution appears to be FL alternative to be 

selected as a result of this fuzzy multi-criteria decision 

procedure.  

VII. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

This is a strong FMCDM procedure to evaluate and select the 

best suited layout from amongst many considering various 

conflicting as well as contradicting factors influencing the 

production process. Fuzzy set theory also is an effective tool 

developed to handle real world situations. In this paper the 

attempt to interrelate TOPSIS with FMCDM has yielded a 

very fruitful result. The proposed approach is able to 

incorporate both crisp and fuzzy data with ease. The case 

study presented here, amply proves efficacy of the proposed 

methodology by selecting the best amongst the available FLs. 

Of the eight most influencing criteria considered for relative 

evaluation of FLs, FL2 is found to be the best. It has the least 

MH cost involvement, second to least as far as bottlenecks are 

considered. It consumes moderate area while being highly 

impressive from the point of view of decision makers’ 

subjective evaluation of product reliability, operational 

flexibility, Improvement possibility, supply-demand 

requirement, and quality standards adherence. Hence, the 

capability of proposed methodology is demonstrated. 

Furthermore, the present procedure does not involve 
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cumbersome computations and can implemented using a 

spreadsheet program. This methodology can also be applied to 

various MCDM problems in field of production management. 
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